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Introduction
In 2012 Norwich became England’s first UNESCO City of
Literature. The story perhaps began with a 14th century nun,
when Julian of Norwich became the first woman anywhere in
the world to have a book published in the English language.
On winning the East Anglian Book Award in 2015 Sarah
Perry spoke of the East Anglian woman as ‘radical, literate,
rebellious and courageous’ referencing prison reformer
Elizabeth Fry, sociologist Harriet Martineau and abolitionist
Amelia Opie. This is a city where an independent spirit and the
power of words has changed lives for centuries.
Norwich was the first city to implement the Public Library
Act of 1850 and the first place in the country where you could
study for an MA Creative Writing. The first student on the worldfamous UEA course was Ian McEwan, followed by Kazuo
Ishiguro and Anne Enright. It was here that one of Europe’s
greatest writers WG (Max) Sebald established the British Centre
for Literary Translation and to date Norwich is still England’s
only City of Refuge. This thirst for ideas continues: the Norfolk
and Norwich Millennium Library has issued the highest
number of books of any library in the UK for five years running;
and in 2018 Norwich became home to the National Centre for
Writing at Dragon Hall.
It is this literary heritage, this City of Stories, that this
pamphlet seeks to celebrate. We invite you to walk with the
writers who were born or drawn here to experience their
Norwich and how the physical interacts with what Sarah Hall
calls the ‘parkland of the mind.’ Perhaps notice as Keiron Pim
does ‘the constant surface changes playing over the fixed
heritage’, as the medieval gives way to the Georgian to the
Victorian to the ‘60s. The layers of stories embedded in a city
that never stands still.
Most of all we hope these walks and words share
something of the energy and creative surge that Norwich is
currently enjoying and that you will be inspired as a visitor
or resident to continue to explore and find out what a City of
Literature means to you.
We’d love you to share your favourite Norwich walks and
reflections with us and we’ll continue to publish a selection
online to celebrate one city and many voices.
Alice Kent National Centre for Writing
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C O W TO WER TO K ET T’S H E I G H T S
Jon McGregor

You may think of Norwich as a gentle and uncomplaining sort of a
place, but the city has a long history of radicalism and protest. On this
short afternoon’s walk I’d like to introduce you to a gentleman farmer
named Robert Kett, a key figure in the city’s history of rebellion.
Start from the train station, crossing the river to the Compleat Angler
pub, where steps lead from the terrace to a pleasant riverside path.
Pass the flint archway of Pull’s Ferry, where the Normandy limestone
was unloaded for the construction of Norwich Cathedral, which you
can see soaring skywards to your left. Continue along the river to
the looming mud-red round structure known as Cow Tower. Glance
towards the escarpment behind the houses on the other side of the
river, and consider the military significance of placing an artillery tower
here, at a bend in the river and facing the high ground to the northeast. Keep this in mind.
Follow the river around to the left, and cross it via the modern Jarrold
Bridge, turning right on to Barracks Way. At the roundabout, cross the
road and find a footpath to the right of the Castle pub. This footpath
climbs steeply to the ridge of St James’ Hill, your back to a wonderful
view that I’d much prefer you to ignore for the time being. Carry on
through the dip and rise of the open parkland – pausing to note what
an excellent place this will be for sledging, come winter’s thrilling white
days – and up towards the imposing Victorian frontage that sits in front
of Norwich Prison.
Turn left along Britannia Road before bearing right into the woodland
of Mousehold Heath, there to climb trees, swing on rope swings,
ponder the purposes of makeshift dens in densely beshrubbed
corners, and follow the tracks of foxes and rabbits and BMX bikes;
keep going all the way to Heartsease if you wish, for a glimpse of my
old school and a turn on the pitch-and-putt course. Imagine the whole
area you’re walking through, before the tree planting, as unimproved
and unenclosed heathland, for common grazing and the gathering
of firewood, and, in 1549, the camping place for an estimated 16,000
peasants and yeomen, led by Robert Kett, seeking an answer to their
many grievances against the rulers of the day. (If you have time, find
a bench and read the essay that C.J. Sansom includes with his richly
detailed historical novel, Tombland, where you will learn far more
about Kett’s Rebellion than I have the space to tell you now.)
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If and when you tire of the woods, retrace your steps to the prison,
continuing along Britannia Road to Kett’s Hill. Cross the road, turn right,
and look for the pair of iron gates marked as the entrance to Kett’s
Heights. Make your way up a short set of steps until you emerge from
the trees to the top of an escarpment which looks over towards Cow
Tower. Now feel free to fully take in the view: the river, the Cathedral,
the Castle and the whole city laid out before you. It was here that
Robert Kett and his fellow leaders drew up their petition of demands –
protesting against enclosure of land, theft of common resources, and
general abuses of power – and from here that they marched on and
took over the city, in July 1549. And it was to here that they retreated,
a month later, on the run from government forces who then encircled
their camp and massacred 3000 of them. Kett was arrested, and
hanged from the wall of Norwich Castle at the end of the year. He had
fought the law, and the law had won.
The walk ends here. I’m sure you can find your way down Kett’s Hill,
over Bishop Bridge, and back into the city. Perhaps along the way you’ll
consider today’s enclosures and general abuses of power, and write
your own petitions…
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LO O P I N G EATO N PA R K
Sarah Hall

2

I’m a creature of habit. When I walk I tend to take the same routes and
roads, like a rodent in a maze, or, more glamorously perhaps, a fox
patrolling its territory. I was raised in the Lake District – not altogether
easy terrain to travel in and over. Mountains, waterways, snow, storms,
floods. Perhaps staying on ‘way-made’ paths was safer, quicker, just
sensible, and that lesson has remained.
For the last twenty years, I’ve lived in towns and cities – currently
Norwich. As municipalities go, Norwich is gently industrial, greenish,
blessed with avenues of old trees, and a gorgeous river. Countryside
doesn’t feel shut out, but is like a guest within the urban spaces. I walk
most days, always towards water or open land, searching for bits of
wildness.
Closest to me is Eaton Park – a lovely, formal, and very well used
tract, west of the city centre. Some days it’s heaving with runners,
dog-walkers, hobbyists, ball-players, even funambulists. Other days,
abandoned. I can’t pretend the boating lake is a lake, the bandstand
a fell, or the grassy stretches valleys. But it’s wind-blown, refreshing,
and has wildlife – birds, squirrels, fish. It has the heady fragrance of
blossom in spring, fire-coloured leaves in autumn, and stretches of
meadow.
Place is important to me; it offers inspiration, before all the other
components of fiction. That isn’t to say a setting is ever exact. Or that
being in a place myself feels manifest. I’ve lived all over, including
Ireland, Scotland, Italy, and America. Each location has its identity,
unique qualities. But the borders between real and imagined
landscapes have always seemed permissive to me. Knowledge,
experience and speculation combine. Perceptions of place warp, may
seem romantic, catastrophist, natal, at any given time. I go to parts
of Norwich that remind me of my formative years, perhaps. I walk
through its districts or along the river and imagine a future, dystopian,
ruined version, like Carlisle, where I lived through extreme floods and
blackouts a decade ago. Versions of places. Geo-fiction.
The Lake District was prime location for this idea of mutability. It
transfigured, courtesy of the Romantics. Brutal became beautiful. That’s
a reductive summary, but the point is, writers have always recalibrated
place, even as they try to represent, to world-build, accurately. When I
was a child I had a forensic interest in the physical details of
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Cumbria - moor grass, crayfish under rocks, smells, textures. I
believed in matter. But at the same time I believed the mountains on
the horizon might be a painted set, dismantle-able, with something
other behind. That cognitive dissonance carries forward. I found myself
on my knees in Eaton Park recently, examining the alarming carcass of
a hornet, wondering it was an alien, or the beginning of a plague.
When I write I want a reader to believe in my story’s world, its
sensuality, its characteristics, weather, buildings, earth and sky,
creatures. I also want to play around with topography, expand or
contract acres, jump forward through the effects of climate change,
release wolves. To walk is a physical and mental act, to feel place
under the feet in the present, to reconstitute it in the memory, and
imagine how it might be anon. Walking and writing are so closely
aligned.
Recently I had a conversation with a philosopher who explained
the notion of ‘implicit learning’. This is coming to know things in
an incidental manner, without awareness. Certainly while I am
looping Eaton Park that’s how I feel. I think, without thinking. I end up
formulating or furthering ideas for fiction unconsciously. So, perhaps
the boating lake is a lake. The bandstand is summit. Pooches on leads
are wolves. I am in parkland of the mind, as well as Eaton Park.
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A WA L K WI TH TH OMA S BR O W N E
Hugh Aldersey-Williams

Thomas Browne would have called it a tollutation – an amble at a good
clip, a walk with a purpose, and one he must have made frequently,
between his house (marked by a plaque on Pret a Manger) opposite
Hay Hill, where his statue now surveys the scene, to the meadow down
by the river past the cathedral where he retreated to be alone in nature.
Tollutation was one of the many words that he invented. Others proved
more enduring: medical, electricity, migrant, ulterior, antediluvian and
hundreds more. Incontrovertible. Hallucination . . .
Browne was a physician in seventeenth-century Norwich, but he is
remembered now for his magnificent, flowing prose in melancholic
essays about organic growth and death, in his confessional
autobiography, Religio Medici (‘The Faith of a Doctor’), and in his
longest and most popular work debunking ‘fake news’, Pseudodoxia
Epidemica or Vulgar Errors. Outside The Body Shop is perhaps a
good place to consider his motives for this last work. He was keen for
people not to believe foolish things or to fall for false remedies. Is gold
curative? Do unicorns exist? Are people of other races to be feared?
Browne provided answers.
A large carved swan overhead marks the site of the former Swan
Tavern on Swan Alley. The fabled swansong was another popular myth
Browne thought about. ‘From great Antiquity,’ he wrote, ‘the Musical
note of Swans hath been commended, and that they sing most sweetly
before their death.’ He wondered if their long necks might permit them
to emit unusual tones, but in the end he deferred to modern naturalists
who observed no such thing. Besides, he had his personal experience
to count on; the ‘immusical note’ of every swan he had ever heard
ultimately decide him against.
Quickly pass St George Tombland, a place of extreme Protestant
worship when Browne settled in the city, and certainly not to his taste.
They were divided times. In his own faith, as in all aspects of his life, he
sought an equable middle ground. He wrote: ‘I borrow not the rules of
my Religion from Rome or Geneva, but the dictates of my own reason.’
Cross Tombland to enter Cathedral Close through the Ethelbert
Gateway. On the left, the carved doorway of the white-painted house
would have made Browne smile. A pair of pelicans are seen pecking
blood from their breasts to feed their young – an emblematic vision,
familiar on heraldic crests, which he considered as originating in an
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ancient Egyptian myth before it was adopted as a symbol of
Christian redemption, the ‘pelican in her piety’.
If you are walking in the spring, pause to observe the catkins on
the trees in front of the house. The infinite lozenge array seen scored
across their surface set Browne’s mind racing. He saw the pattern
echoed in many plant forms and in many human designs (you will find
it in brickwork elsewhere in the Close, if you look). To Browne, the shape
he called the quincunx was indicative of the significance of the number
five in organic nature. Mysteriously, modern science concurs with
Browne on this. The recreation of a Benedictine garden of medicinal
herbs a few yards along is also laid out in a quincunx. Beyond is the
cathedral itself, a building Browne had seen ransacked during the
Commonwealth years, for which he compiled an inventory of its tombs.
Walk on towards the ferry house – new in Browne’s day. On the
flint wall on your right is another plaque, marking the site of Thomas
Browne’s Meadow. Here perhaps he grew his own medicinal herbs,
or maybe the tulips that had caused such a furore in nearby Holland,
or any number of quincunxial plants. We shall never know. Their roots
lie now beneath the tarmac of a car park, and below those roots who
knows what bones and treasures of time?
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N O R WI C H B Y THE BO O K( S H O P )
Peggy Hughes

4

Norwich’s charming winding streets offer universes of possibility, so
you can choose your own adventure and start your walk wherever you
like. I commence mine opposite the Cathedral at Tombland, where my
first port of call (after a customary visit to Julian of Norwich outside the
Cathedral, author of the first book written by a woman in the English
language, in 1395), is Tombland Books. Housed in a fine, 15th century
building, you’ll find the walls and floors, in local parlance, a tad on
the huh. This is the largest bookshop of its type in East Anglia, with a
constantly changing stock of secondhand and antiquarian books on
most subjects displayed on two floors: if they can’t find what you’re
looking for, it’s probably not worth having.
Exit, turn left and left again, and you’ve travelled back in time to Elm
Hill. Churlish to quibble its accolade as one of the UK’s bonniest streets,
all cobbles and street lamps, and featured in the film version of Neil
Gaiman’s Stardust, today it’s home to a stretch of curious boutiques,
including your next date: Dormouse Books. This tiny treasure trove is
stuffed from the flagstones to the ceiling with pre-loved books of all
stripes, and a particularly fine line in classic children’s literature. You
might lose yourself among these shelves but you’ll rediscover your
childhood here.
Drag yourself away. Consider a vital scone pitstop at the entirely
charming Briton Arms. Head along Princes Street, past Cinema City
via Norwich’s famous (and famously circuitous) medieval Lanes to the
gleaming beacon that is the Book Hive (b. 2009). Allow self a small
appreciative sigh. Stylish, passionate Book Hive, home to publishing
imprint Propolis, with its lovingly curated selection of books and its
fairytale stairs to the fiction floor (above which Margaret Atwood is said
to have finished her novel The Heart Goes Last ). Burrow in for a browse
and stay for one of the many events and launches that happen here,
particularly Page Against the Machine, a weekly ode to reading in
which attendees step away from their phones and immerse in a book
for an hour.
Thence: down the hill with you, the City Hall and its iconic lions
passant ahead, and just before the market plain, on your right hand
side, you’ll light upon Jarrold, jewel in Norwich’s independent retail
crown. Jarrold have been selling books on London Street since 1823,
and with a hugely experienced staff, an especially impressive local
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interest selection and Chapters café adjacent to the bookshop, you
might find no reason to ever leave this East Anglian institution.
Lunch next, and if you’ve managed to resist Jarrold’s allure, there’s
no place better than Norwich’s covered market. One of the largest
and oldest open-air markets in the country, the menu on offer among
the many stalls is nonetheless bang up to date: Churros & Chorizo,
lasagne, falafel, fresh bread and cheese, a stall dedicated to mushy
peas… like Norwich’s book shops, there’s something here for all tastes.
And at Row A/top of the market, at stall 18, you’ll find the world’s only
handmade leatherware and bookstall mashup.
The Millennium Library, behind the market, isn’t a bookshop,
but don’t let that stop you. It’s England’s busiest library, in terms of
both footfall and borrowing figures, with a cracking and extremely
current collection, lots of pockets for a sit down and a read, and an
unparalleled view of the majestic St Peter Mancroft church. Robert
Toppes, the wealthy merchant who built Dragon Hall, today home to
the National Centre for Writing, used some of his enormous fortune
to buy himself a stained glass window: if you pop in you can still see
some surviving panels in the east window.
This section of your tour may be over, but your adventure is far from
an end: there’s still Oxfam and City Books and JR & RK Ellis (with its
chair sat upon by the bottom of Arthur Miller) and Amnesty on Unthank
Road and Waterstones. Not to mention all the gorgeous books you’ve
bought…
* on the huh: A phrase from the Norfolk dialect used to describe a
something that is not level or awry.
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TH E L A K EN H A M WAY
Emma Healey

I grew up in London, in a carless household. To get out into the country,
properly into the country, you need a car, so I’ve spent my life in
scrubland, patches of forgotten heath, concrete-threatened commons
and improvised community gardens. I learnt to make do, to see the
beauty in those in-between places.
As humans encroach more and more on the landscape this is
something we must all learn to do.
Of course, part of the reason it’s so hard to get to the country without
a car is because of the number of railway lines that were shut down in
the twentieth century. Railway lines like this one.
The Lakenham Way can’t claim any links to famous authors or
characters, but I can’t be the only one who finds an abandoned railway
line atmospheric and inspiring. And walking this path feels like writing
in itself. It’s a route to train (ha!) your noticing skills. In a photograph it
would look pretty dreary, in a photograph you’d be stuck with whatever
fitted in the frame. Writing doesn’t have to worry about that, writing can
pick and choose.
Sainsbury’s, where this walk begins, is built on what would have
been the coal yard for Norwich Victoria station, which closed to
passengers in 1916. I want you to be comfortable, so I suggest you buy
drinks and snacks and use the loo before you start. Then go out past
the café and turn left. You’ll soon see, or perhaps feel, a vast red brick
wall on your left. On a sunny day it is a source of billowing heat.
Pass under a bridge, and announce your presence with an echoed
exclamation or, if that makes you uneasy, just a cough. If it’s late
summer or early autumn you could pick a few fat blackberries from the
tangled brambles by the path.
It’s straight on from here till you reach Asda (for another supermarket
experience). Then you’ll just have to turn and come back. Listen out
for the bicycle bells of impatient cyclists, but also for the throaty coo of
wood pigeons. Birdsong rings along the walk, as so many sparrows,
blue tits, robins and blackbirds make their nests in the dense foliage.
Buddleia thickens along the path. Network Rail has complained of
the resources needed to remove this insistent plant, which interferes
with overhead lines and signals. Lucky then that there are no longer
trains here, and in August you’ll be enfolded in purple, in damp honey
scent, in clouds of butterflies.
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In winter, melting ice drips rhythmically from the footbridges above,
and in late spring puffs of cow parsley breathe out their misty aniseed
perfume. Obviously there will always be a shopping trolley, pushed
into the undergrowth whatever time of year it is. A material cliché, an
accessory supplied by the props department for that air of authenticity.
Towards the end of the Lakenham Way you might hear the prickling
sound of electricity, it’s like a handful of stones being thrown along the
rails, and suddenly: a train! There is a working railway line nearby, as if
to mock this filleted one.
And perhaps, if you’re lucky, you will be stopped in your tracks, as I
once was, by an arrangement of fag ends. Three hundred at least, and
not in a pile, but in a perfect cigarette circle, a Richard Long or Andy
Goldsworthy for the edgeland jungle.
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MU DDL E A N D GO N O W H E R E
Molly Naylor

6

You have this friend who lives in Wales. They share daily pictures of
their idyllic surroundings. Coast, bright sky, lighthouse, mountain. Their
casually posted missives from the sublime leave you thumb-tired and
spooked, obsessed with what you haven’t got.
You moved East to get better. It was supposed to be temporary, but now
the barman in the Alex knows your name. It looks like you’re staying.
At the end of restless days, you walk. Knowing you should move
more, you drag your bones out for an hour-long stomp. A one-hour
walk not far from town with a mix of things to witness: appealing
parkland by the Wensum, deals on Dolphin bridge, municipal details,
remnants of industry. Mistle thrushes. Kingfishers. Once, an otter in the
darkening. A man who lives under tarpaulin all year round.
You slip down the cut-through off Heigham, cross the Wensum
before it flows south through the city and out to meet the Yare, then turn
left along the Marriot’s Way. Whenever you do this three mile section
your feet wonder if they could follow the old railway all twenty-six
to Aylsham. William Marriot was chief engineer on the Midland and
Great Northern Joint Railway, locally referred to as the Muddle & Go
Nowhere. A low-priority railway, but notable for its safety record – not
one fatality in its history. It finally closed in 1985. Mile-marker sculptures
made from old track help walkers chart their way.
You pass the alleyway up to Lidl, greet the sad ponies grazing
Anderson’s meadow, head on under the tunnel below the ring road.
Then it’s the gloomy corridor, trees on your left stooping to meet barbed
wire on your right; behind it the clank and hum of the chemical plant.
Skittish squirrels watch you pass, defensive.
You turn left along Hellesdon then left again past a ghost pub: the
boarded-up Marlpit. Further along there’s the Gatehouse; still serving,
a Fosters/John Smiths relic. Listed, eclectic, atmospheric; built between
the wars on the site of an old tollhouse. Arts and Craft meets neo-tudor
and a lazy garden sloping back down to the river.
You steel yourself for the ring road roundabout that’s always hard to
cross - your gait is a bouncy almost-run just slow enough to show the
driver your apology-face. Then it’s down Dereham; past gnome house,
nail-bar, bakery, Thai takeaway. You smell garlic, hot fat, lemongrass...
covet, then resist. Commit to bland leftovers at home, to eat in front of
inbox.
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You turn left at the Tesco – once a pub, The Dial, and then a bed
shop – and head down to the bottom of Old Palace. You almost
manage the whole thing without checking Instagram. Your Welsh
friend has just seen an osprey while river-swimming in a golden valley
between two snow-capped mountains. Good for them. You’re back
where you started.
Today, you don’t go home. You’re not ready yet. The clouds have
given in to evening sunshine, and that feels like a present. So you do
the walk again. The whole thing, knowing that this is an odd choice,
but wanting to take the gift. Here we go: bridge, Lidl, hey ponies,
river, a heron this time, gloomy corridor, manic squirrels, the Marlpit,
Gatehouse, the roundabout dash, gnomes again, bakery again, Thai
food... you’re sweating and laughing – you’re being weird - as you turn
left at the Tesco again. You walk down Old Palace again and decide to
be happy for your friend in Wales.
In order to love places and people (and by love, you mean bear)
you sometimes have to put them into a story. Not for swagger and
romance, but with measured, kind functionality. It helps you cease your
reaching and enables you to stay. And you may as well. The barman in
the Alex knows your name.
There are other walks. You could drive to Wells or Walberswick but
this one fits; it only takes an hour and it’s close to where you live. The
story you choose is this. Mountains should be rare. They should loom
like distant weekends. Tonight the sky above the flats is streaked with
crimson. This has to be enough. Lucky you. Lucky us.
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GO L DEN DO G L A N E
Sharlene Teo

In late 2014 I moved into a granny flat just off Magdalen Street. I found
the place through my professor. My landlords were friends of his, a warm
and generous couple. The first time they showed me around the place,
I noticed a small wooden door to the left of the airing cupboard. Behind
the door lay a narrow set of stairs that led to a dank, mildewed cellar full
of deep shelves cut into the walls. Monks used to brew and store beer
down here, my landlord said. On my first night in the flat I dreamt a tall
man stood at the threshold of my bedroom wearing a plumed hat and
doleful expression. What a fancy monk, I thought. Even though I sensed
he was a peaceful ghost, I still asked my landlord to fix a small bolt on the
cellar door. The flat overlooked their rose garden, but it was always dark
indoors. I lined my shelves with books and shy succulents that made slow
gestures toward light. I started writing a novel involving spirit mediums and
a different kind of ghost, a former horror movie actress haunted by spent
youth and her fantasies of fame.
Golden Dog Lane made me love Norwich City. I loved the cobblestoned
paths around it, how I had to cross two bridges to get there. My flat was
located near a mysterious vintage shop that was almost always shut or
periodically occupied by a girl with orange hair and pastel eye shadow,
reading yellowed magazines at the till. Not far away were a spice shop and
a Polish snack store, bookended by Looses Emporium, a big antiques shop
full of glassy-eyed dolls and cracked rocking horses: old joys or traumas,
it was hard to tell. I bought a vanilla-coloured dresser from there that I still
use today. Its lopsided drawers give me fond grief. If I wanted wine late
at night I had to go to the off-licence on Fye Bridge Road, the one near the
curry house, the pub with the fire and the Wetherspoons with red-faced
revellers tumbling out, their shouts echoing down the rain-slicked streets.
I ran two half-marathons that year and still brag about it. My favourite
route went along the River Wensum, past the weeping willows that flanked
St. James Mill and the shiny, space age Nuffield Gym. Depending on which
side of Fye Bridge I started on, I’d pass Cow Tower that reminded me of a
stout pillar candle at a medieval dinner party. Surrounding it were fields
of small flowers that bore the detailed delicacy of line drawings. Young
lovers adorned this side of the bank, leading up to the railway station.
They canoodled on benches or ensconced themselves on the grass as one
hoodie-wearing unit. I never saw their faces because they were too busy
kissing to even come up for air. On less romantic days, the geese
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and swans ruled this route, and some dogs that had bolted ahead of
their owners. If the winter sun was out this felt perfect: the drooping limbs
of the trees reflected in the water, a clear path, the unstudied tranquillity of
a small city caught in a still, quiet moment. I listened to robotic music as I
tried to keep pace, pretending all this would never change.
© Sharlene Teo 2019
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MAG DA L EN GATES TO F Y E BR I D G E
Keiron Pim

8

From my attic window off St Clements Hill the city spreads south before me,
the cranes and cathedrals, medieval churches and City Hall protruding
beyond russet terrace roofs, from which hundreds of chimneypots gleam in
the lemony sunlight of a winter morning. Somewhere between the houses
an obscured Magdalen Road leads to Magdalen Street, the northern
stretch of an old axis bisecting Norwich: in crossing Fye Bridge it becomes
Wensum Street, which leads to Tombland, and beyond the Anglo-Saxon
marketplace the route flows from Upper King Street into King Street. I leave
home and walk down the hill into the picture, to examine a section that
provokes snobbery among some from the city’s more affluent areas, but I
have grown to love.
Magdalen Street doesn’t introduce itself politely to the visitor arriving
from the north, I’ll admit. Passing through the crude archway in the
medieval flint wall prompts the tingle of crossing an ancient threshold;
but then you approach one of the city’s worst architectural crime scenes.
Perhaps the early 1960s were the street’s apex: after a thoughtful
refurbishment led by the designer Sir Misha Black, and before the brutal
imposition of the flyover and Anglia Square. The condemned square feels
provisional now, waiting between its past and mooted redevelopment. If
the government doesn’t overrule the city council, a blunt high-rise tower
will ascend over northern Norwich like a middle finger to all the opposing
residents and heritage bodies with their antiquated ideas about ‘retaining
local character’. For now, you walk on absorbed by the distractions the
street offers at eye level: the constant surface changes playing over the
fixed heritage, the odd frictions when genteel history chafes with the
present, the Georgian and Victorian buildings housing mobile phone
repairers, vape vendors, nail salons. Soon on my right I see Throckmorton
Yard, 1980s housing built over the long-demolished church of St Margaret
Ubi Sepeliunter Suspensi, where the medieval hanged were buried facedown. Now comes the first of the street’s bric-a-brac, pawn, secondhand
vinyl and charity shops, which comprise Norwich’s greatest repository
of esoterica: it is bliss to trawl them for treasures amid the detritus. By
the flyover one occupies a building with dormer windows in which 17th
century ‘Strangers’ sat weaving; then comes the sweet St Saviour’s church,
with its ornate Georgian gravestones. A drunk man once collared me by
the churchyard and urged me to look up at the trees, from which a pink
snowfall of blossom drifted before the flyover: “Isn’t it beautiful?”
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he said, and it was, and he staggered away. Now a young mother
navigates a pushchair down the too-narrow pavement, smiling anxious
thanks to patient pedestrians. A glimpse down a gated alley to the whitestuccoed, sash-windowed Gurney House, once home to Elizabeth Fry
(1780-1845) and Harriet Martineau (1802-76), but now divided into smaller
residences. A junkie couple argue their way down the road within their
opiate bubble, oblivious to the glances of passers-by. Faded photographs
of anonymous patients in the windows of the Chinese medicine centre; the
street amounts to an eclectic world market, and elsewhere are Asian and
Eastern European grocers, street food from Jerusalem, north African and
Kurdish cafés. By an Afro hair salon two middle-aged African men lean
in a carved Jacobean doorway, smoking roll-ups and speaking French,
echoing the centuries when this was a Norman city. Their tobacco’s dry
tang blends with brewing coffee, warm spices from Indian restaurants,
a beery fug from the King’s Head, and I spin into a dream. The surreal
is never far away here. Jehovah’s Witnesses laugh at their stall beneath
the flyover. Puddles reflect clouds through an oily sheen like an abstract
rainbow. Glass-eyed stuffed birds and disembodied dolls’ heads glower in
the pawnbrokers. My translucent reflection turns to me as it ghosts along
the broad window of the Oxfam shop, and the great willow sways over the
Wensum to its own slow tempo. Every time you reach Fye Bridge, you’ve
absorbed a new melange of perceptions: now, can you show me a more
stimulating street in Norwich?
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J U S T O FF U N TH A N K R OA D
Ashley Hickson-Lovence

Near where I live now, just off Unthank Road, there are streets with bus
stops but no buses. The lonely poles stand solitary, in all weathers,
purposeless. So I treat my walk to UEA, which I do about once a week
and should definitely do more often, like a bus route. My dad, who should
definitely have been around more often, was a bus driver. I even set my
debut novel on a bus.
The route, my walk, starts from my rented house on the crest of the hill
on Lincoln Street. Too tight for a real bus. Even in the Focus, which I only use
to get to football on the weekends to get to places like Wisbech, struggles
to pull away because the parked cars on either side make it tricky to
wiggle free. I often miss the neighbour’s wing mirror by millimetres.
I could take a real bus to campus, the ubiquitous number 25, but at just
twenty-seven, I’m no longer a young person apparently, so have to pay
the full fare, which is almost but not as annoying as my membership card
being accepted in the big Earlham Road Co-op but not the East of England
Co-op at the top of Onley Street.
The Golden Triangle is made up of more than just nurses and students.
As I descend towards Portersfield Road, two men clutching Caffé Nero
coffees and planning their next business venture in warm Eastern
European tones saunter past. Despite the chilly weather, spirits are high in
the city because the Canaries beat Leeds away at the weekend.
I curve around Lincoln Shopper on the corner, which sells everything
from cotton buds to cat food and pass Ian Fox Maps. I pause at the
attractive depictions of Medieval Norwich in the window, ornate maps from
a time when Norwich was England’s second biggest city.
On Jessopp Road, I am overtaken by an experienced parkrunner
preparing for the Run Norwich 10k or the City of Norwich Half (which starts
so far out of town it’s barely in the city). I stop briefly outside St Francis of
Assisi primary school, like a bus might, where the sound of the children’s
playtime shrills reminds me how fun life can be. Getting paid to do a PhD is
a privilege but you can’t beat a bit of piggy-in-the-middle.
Cross Colman Road and head east along North Park Avenue where
Hewett students scoff sausage rolls bought from Greggs. Above the
bushes to the left the Eaton Park pavilion and bulbous bandstand
can just be spotted. Boating lake, miniature railway, football pitches,
skateboarders, dog-friendly café, tennis (table and proper), golf course
(mini and full size); it’s only because I’m running late that I refrain from
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diverting through to experience just a glimpse of it all.
The move to the city has been good for my anxiety and blood pressure.
The little flats opposite the park look safer than London ones, less likely to
be the scene of an unprovoked knife attack. Although, in a less dramatic
misdemeanour, some youngsters (I suspect) have smashed an unused bus
shelter; there’s broken glass scattered on the pavement like miniature ice
cubes.
Right onto Bluebell Road then left onto the UEA campus, the final stretch.
I could cut through by the lake but as beautiful as it simmers surrounded
by the trees overlooked by the Ziggurats, its’ vastness scares me. I can’t
swim and nearly drowned in Italy once.
In my haste to get to the Arts building for a meeting with my supervisor,
I overtake a Megabus and National Express coach at speed; show the
visitors who’s boss on these not-so-mean streets. Freshers wear Nike Air
Forces with the crease in the middle and look more fashionable than I ever
did at their age.
Like a new bus route, I’m still on a journey to find my feet in this city.
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TH E P U B S O F NO R W I C H
James Benedict Brown

10

When I first moved to Norwich to teach architecture at the arts university,
I was often told that the city has a church for every Sunday and a pub for
every day. In fact, at one point there were many more: when the Gospel
Temperance Union surveyed the city in 1892, they found 631 pubs and
more than two dozen breweries. Despite my best efforts, I still haven’t
quite got around to them all, but like most locals have decided on a few
firm favourites. I want to encourage visitors to enjoy an afternoon walk and
sample one or two.
The architecture critic Ian Nairn spent two years living in Norwich, just
as his career as a writer was about to take off. Nairn’s preferred seat was
“in the corner, and unless it was his local, he ensured that he sat alone.
The pub … was a place to shake off loneliness without being in anyone’s
company.”1 It was probably in the pubs of Norwich that the solitary Nairn
first drafted his searing critiques of the city’s post-war redevelopment,
which by 1967 was contributing to a “steady, complacent slide down to
vacuity.”2
Ten years after Nairn wrote that critique, and eighty-five years after
the publication of the Temperance Union’s map of Norwich, on a Sunday
afternoon in the autumn of 1977, the lawn bowls team of St. Andrew’s
Hospital maintenance department set out to make their own remarkable
survey of Norwich. For the next two and a half years, Gilbert Plummer, Roy
Galley and Lenny Stubbs met every Sunday to visit three of the city’s pubs.
Galley and Stubbs have passed away, but their three-year pub crawl has
been preserved for future generations through the Stubbs’ and Plummer’s
careful chronicles of their encounters. After each visit, Plummer took a
piece of lined paper and hand wrote a brief record of each establishment.
Each page included the name of the pub, its street, the date of the visit
and a paragraph or two describing it. A black and white photograph
was taken, usually from across the street, Galley standing outside the
doorway or peering in through a window. Without any literary pretension,
these affectionate and matter-of-fact records are an invaluable insight to
Norwich’s popular culture at the end of the nineteen seventies. They are
an example of true social ethnography, with all the lingering nostalgia of a
Sunday afternoon spent in the pub as the daylight wanes.
Thanks to the recent digitisation of his notes he has left us an incredible
social history of Norwich, fleshed out with colourful observations of patrons
and landlords alike. Many visitors to Norwich seek out the Adam & Eve
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on Bishopgate – widely agreed to be Norwich’s oldest surviving pub,
first referred to in 1249. Plummer found it in 1977 “a really quaint inn with
low beams, nooks and crannies… the local customers were arty crafty
types, not money spenders. The barman or landlord was very much in the
same vein.”
Following the River Wensum and to Fye Bridge Street, the Mischief Tavern
is still as lively as it was found more than forty years ago: “lots of fine
flavour… during the week there is a vodka drinking night.”
Many of the pubs visited by Plummer, Galley and Stubs have closed
or changed their use. The Black Boys at 30-32 Colegate is described in
sensuous detail, with “black leather jacketed Hell’s Angel types, roars of
motor bikes and Castrol R aftershave;” today it is home to much more
alluring aromas, as the Merchants of Spice, an Indian restaurant.
Walking north along Magdalen Street, within a stone’s throw of where an
elevated inner ring road punched through the medieval street (no doubt to
the chagrin of Ian Nairn) we find the King’s Head. In 1977, Plummer wrote
that “this pub is too small ever to develop to anything, it is typical of many
that used to exist in this area.” Today, with a dozen real ales on tap and a
strict no-keg policy, it has become one of the city’s most notable pubs for
the beer tourist, and multiple winner of CAMRA Pub of the Year in Norfolk.
Norwich is a city that celebrates its culture of beer, not just in its pubs,
but also its annual beer festival every October. From Joyce’s Dublin to
Bukowski’s Los Angeles, the pub offers a rich seam of raw material that
nurtures the literary imagination. We enter a world of stories, inspiration
and oddball characters; a place where literary paths cross and stories are
told, re-told and told. For the literary visitor to the Fine City, an hour or two
exploring its hostelries will provide the writer with space to think, to shake
off loneliness, and to tell new stories, likely amongst “lots of chatter and
the clink of glasses and all the friendship of a tavern.” (Boundary, Aylsham
Road, 26 February 1978)
1. Darley, G., & McKie, D. (2013). Ian Nairn: words in place. Nottingham: Five Leaves
Publications.
2. Nairn, I., & Hatherley, O. (2013). Nairn’s Towns. London: Notting Hill Editions.
3. Norfolk and Norwich Gospel Temperance Union (1892). Drink Map of Norwich. Held in the
archives of Picture Norfolk. URL: http://bit.ly/OldNorwichPubs
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Peggy Hughes is the Programme
Director at the National Centre for
Writing in Norwich (since 2017). She
is also Chair of Literature Alliance
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404Ink and Open Book Reading. She
is from Northern Ireland, studied
English Literature at the University of
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graduating worked in literature at
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In her spare time Peggy likes being
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Emma Healey grew up in London
where she completed her first
degree in bookbinding. She then
worked for two libraries, two
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two universities, before graduating
from the MA in Creative Writing at
the University of East Anglia. Her
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lives in Norwich with her husband,
daughter and cat.
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Molly Naylor is a writer and
performer. She is the co-writer
and creator of After Hours, a
six-part Sky One comedy series
directed by Craig Cash. Her first
solo show, Whenever I Get Blown
Up I Think Of You debuted at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2010
to critical acclaim. Her adaptation
of the show for BBC Radio 4 was
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piece of writing’. Her second live
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